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ROLF BINNER, MARC JUNGE, TERRY MARTIN
 
THE GREAT TERROR IN THE PROVINCES 






The goal of this bibliography is simple: to draw the attention of specialists to a large
body of scattered publications related to the mass operations of the Great Terror in
the Soviet provinces. We are professional historians, not bibliographers, and we
make no claim to have tracked down every single relevant work. Our major effort
was devoted to finding primary documentary sources. The section on secondary
sources is much more haphazard. We tried to include primarily works related to the
provinces and those based on new archival materials. If your own work does not
appear in the list, this is certainly due to an oversight on our part, rather than any
calculated slight.
We call this a “cooperative bibliography” because we put it together by asking
friends and colleagues in the field of Soviet history to send us citations. We are
grateful to the following individuals for their assistance: J. Baberowski (Tubingen),
V. Birger (Krasnoiarsk), J. Bone (Chicago), J. Burds (Boston), R. W. Davies
(Birmingham), M. Ellmann (Amsterdam), A. Getty (Los Angeles), A. Graziosi
(Rome), L. Gvozdkova (Kemerovo), W. Hedeler (Berlin), M. Jansen
(Amsterdam), B. Lvin (Washington), R. Manning (Boston), B. McLoughlin
(Vienna), N. Okhotin (Moscow), S. Papkov (Novosibirsk), G. Rittersporn (Berlin),
N. Rytsk (Moscow), Y. Shapoval (Kyiv), A. Stepanov (Kazan´), E. Topinka
(L´viv), V. Vasil´ev (Kyiv), S. Vatlin (Moscow), L. Viola (Toronto),
S. Wheatcroft (Melbourne).
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 We begin with a list of the major NKVD decrees related to the mass operations
of the Great Terror and continue with a list of primary and secondary sources. We
have used the transliteration system of the U.S. Library of Congress throughout. 
 
I
NKVD decrees, circulars and instructions governing the mass operations 
of the Great Terror, 1937-1938
 
The following is a list of the major NKVD decrees, circulars and instructions that
governed the mass operations of the Great Terror. It is almost certainly incomplete
since access to the former KGB archive in Moscow is severely limited. We have
included those decrees that have been published or referred to in published works.




00447, that governed the campaign











 (25.07.1937) “Ob operatsii po repressirovaniiu germanskikh poddanykh,




 (30.07.1937) “Ob operatsii po repressirovaniiu byvshikh kulakov, ugolovni-




(05.08.1937) “Operatsiia po repressirovaniiu naibolee aktivnykh anti-








 (11.08.1937) “Ob operatsii po repressirovaniiu chlenov 'POV', voennoplen-
nykh pol´skoi armii, perebezhchikov iz Pol´shi, politemigrantov i politobmennykh








(16.08.1937) “Operatsiia po repressirovaniiu naibolee aktivnykh kontr-








 (20.09.1937) “Ob operatsii po repressirovaniiu byvshikh sluzhashchikh

























1. Prikaz 00447 is discussed in the essay by Junge and Binner in this volume. Prikaz 00485 has
been brilliantly analyzed in N. V. Petrov and A. B. Roginskii, “‘Pol´skaia operatsiia’ NKVD,
1937-1938 gg.,” in 
 
































 (17.09.1938) “Ob obrazovanii osobykh troek dlia rassmotreniia del na aresto-












(21.09.1938) zamestitelia narodnogo komissara vnutrennikh del L. Berii o

















 (26.11.1938) “O poriadke osushchestvleniia postanovleniia SNK SSSR i TsK








NKVD i Prokurora SSSR “Ob otmene reshenii byv. troek
NKVD.”
 
In the bibliography we note in bold works where the complete text of NKVD










). These books owe their existence to the persistent efforts of
relatives and human rights organizations, above all Memorial, to memorialize the
victims of the Great Terror (or of Soviet repression more generally). These books
list standard biographical data concerning the victims (birth date and place,
profession, nationality, place of residence). Others also provide information
concerning social origin, education, Party membership, previous convictions as
well as the date of arrest, sentencing (including the article of the criminal code, the
sentence itself and the sentencing body) and execution. A drawback of these books
is that they almost never include those convicted as ordinary criminals. Many of the
memorial books also include extensive valuable documentary materials from local
and central KGB archives, as well as autobiographical memoirs from survivors. A
nearly complete collection of  these memorial books can be found in the library of
Memorial-Moscow (Malyi Karetnyi pereulok 12, phone: 200-6506) or in the
library of the Sakharov Fund (ul. Semlianoi val. 57, stroenie 6, phone: 923-4401).
The adresses of local web sites of Memorial can be found in A. Iutkin, “Sluchainye




 (02-08.11.2000), p. 11.
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“Belaia kniga.“ O deportatsii koreiskogo naseleniia Rossii v 30–40-kh godakh. 
 
T. 1. Sost.
LI U.Khe. and KIM En Un. (Moscow, 1992). 
 
Belaia kniga. O zhertvakh politicheskikh repressii: Samarskaia oblast´
 
. T. 1-14. Preds. red.
soveta POPKOV N.E. (Samara, 1993-2000). 
 
Bol´ liudskaia. Kniga pamiati tomichei, repressirovannykh v 30–40-e i nachale 50-kh
godov.
 
  T. 1 (1991), t. 2 (1992), t. 3 (1992), t. 4 (1994), t. 5 (1999). Sost.
UIMANOV V.N. (Tomsk, 1991-1999).
 
Bol´ proshedshaia skvoz´ gody.
 
 Sost. PAVLOV S.M. (Kemerovo, 2000). 
 
Butovskii poligon. 1937-1938 gg. Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii.
 
 T. 1-5.





 in t. 1].
 
Chas “chornoho vorona.” Narisi
 
 (Kirovohrad, 1995).









lutions “Ob antisovetskikh elementakh” of 24.09.1937, 03.12.1937, 31.01.1938,
17.02.1938, 15.09.1938 and letters from provincial Party and NKVD leaders to
TsK, Stalin, and Ezhov asking for higher quotas for repression].
GARROS V., KORENEVSKAIA N. and LAHUSEN T., eds, 
 
Intimacy and terror. Soviet
diaries of the 1930s
 
 (New York, 1995). 
GETTY J.A. and NAUMOV O.V., 
 






















 resolutions “Ob antisovetskikh elementakh” of 1937/1938, and
letters from provincial Party and NKVD leaders to TsK, Stalin, and Ezhov asking
for higher quotas for repression].
 
Gody terrora. Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii.
 
 T. 1-2. Sost. SUSLOV A. and
GASHEVA N. (Perm´, 1998-2000).
 
GULAG (Glavnoe upravlenie lagerei). 1917-1960.
 
 Sost. KOKURIN A.I. and PETROV
N.V. (Moscow, 2000) [
 








GULag v Karelii. Sbornik dokumentov i materialov 1930-1941.
 
 Sost. ZHUKOV A.IU.,
MAKUROV V.G. and PETUKHOVA I.G. (Petrozavodsk, 1992).
 
GULag v Komi krae, 1929-1956
 
. Sost. MOROZOV N.A. (Syktyvkar, 1997).
GVOZDKOVA L., 
 
Prinuditel´nyi trud. Ispravitel´no-trudovye lageria v Kuzbasse (30–50-e
gg.)
 
. T. 1-2 (Kemerovo, 1994). 
 
Iz bezdny nebytiia. Kniga pamiati repressirovannykh kaluzhan
 





KALINICHENKO IU.I., LISIANSKII V.IU. and MONIKOVSKAIA N.P.
(Kaluga, 1993-1994).
 
Iz istorii zemli Tomskoi. 1937. Sibirskii Belostok. Sbornik dokumentov i materialov
 
. Sost.
KHANEVICH V.A. (Tomsk, 1998) [Great Terror in a Siberian village with Polish
population].
 
Iz istorii zemli Tomskoi. God 1937. Sbornik dokumentov i materialov. 
 
Sost.
BONDARENKO A.A., MARKOV V.I. and TRENIN B.P. (Tomsk, 1998)
[Includes statistics].
 





skaia Federatsiia. Astrakhanskaia oblast´: A-IA.
 
 Sost. VOLODIN E.M. et al.
(Astrakhan´, 2000).
 




Khotelos´ by vsekh poimenno nazvat´. Kniga-martirolog
 





Sost. LAVRENTSOV A. P, TARAN M. M. and BESPALOVA T. G. (n.p. n.d.). 
 
Khotelos´ by vsekh poimenno nazvat´... Po materialam sledstvennykh del i lagernykh
otchetov GULAGa
 
. Sost. OSIPOVA I. (Moscow, 1993).
 
Kniga pamiati. Martirolog katolicheskoi tserkvi v SSSR
 
. Sost. CHAPLITSKII B. and
OSIPOVA I. (Moscow, 2000).
 
Kniga pamiati. Posviashchaetsia tagil´chanam — zhertvam repressii 1917–1980-kh godov.
 
Sost. KIRILLOV V.M. (Ekaterinburg, 1994).
 
Kniga pamiati zheleznodorozhnikov — zhertv politicheskikh repressii 1937-1938 gg.,
zakhoronennykh na Levashovskom memorial´nom kladbishche.
 
 T. 1. Sost.
VOL´SKII E.V. (SPb, 2000). 
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii (20–50-e gg.)
 
. Sost. DASHINSKII S.N.,
VORONIN V.V. and NECHUSHKIN V.A. (Murmansk, 1997). 
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii Kalininskoi oblasti. Martirolog 1937-1938.
 
T. 1. Sost. KRAVTSOVA E.I. (Tver´, 2000).
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii Kemerovskoi oblasti
 
. T. 1-2. Sost.
GVOZDKOVA L.I. (Kemerovo, 1995-1996).
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii Kirovskoi oblasti.
 
 T. 1-3. Sost. LEGOTIN
V.V. et al. (Kirov, 2000).
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii Kurskoi oblasti
 
. T. 1-3. Sost. VLASOVA
L.T., SATALKIN N.V., SOSNOVA L.I. et al. (Kursk, 1996-2000).
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii v Nizhegorodskoi oblasti.
 
 T. 1-2. Sost.
GOLUBINOVA A.N., GUSEV M.IU., ZHILTSOV V.I. et al. (Nizhnii
Novgorod, 1997-2001).
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii Novgorodskoi oblasti
 
. T. 1-7. Sost. IVANOV
S.A., MAZANKINA N.A. and TRABER N.N. (Novgorod, 1993-1997).
 












] T. 1 (Kurgan, 2000). 
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii [Respubliki Altai]
 
. T. 1-2. Sost. CHEPKIN
P.I., VRAZOVSKAIA O.N. and BURAK T.A. (Gorno-Altaisk, 1996-1998).
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii Respubliki Bashkortostan.
 













. Sost. VALEEV R.A. et al. (Ufa, 1997, 1999, 2001).
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii Respubliki Khakasiia
 
. T. 1-2. Sost. ABDIN
N.S. (Abakan, 1999-2000).
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii. Respublika Tatarstan
 





IVANOV A.A. (Kazan´, 2000). 
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii Stavropol´skogo kraia.
 
 T. 1-11. Sost. KOZUB
A.L., USTINOVA M.A. et al. (Stavropol´, 1996-2001). 
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressi. Sverdlovskaia oblast´
 





BOCHKAREV M.A. et al. (Ekaterinburg, 1999-2000).
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii. [Udmurtskoi Respubliki]
 
. Sost. ZHUIKOVA
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Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii. [Ul´ianovskaia oblast´]
 
. T. 1-2. Sost.




, t. 1, p. 766-780].
 
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii v Vostochnom Zabaikal´e
 
. T. 1. Sost.
VASILEVSKII V.I. (Chita, 2000).  
 
Kniga rasstreliannykh. Martirolog pogibshikh ot ruki NKVD v gody bol´shogo terrora
(Tiumenskaia oblast´)
 
. T. 1-2. Sost. GOL´DBERG R.S. (Tiumen´, 1999).
 
Kniga skorbi. Rasstrel´nye spiski.
 
 T. 1. Sost. BOLTINA V.D. and SHELEVA L.B.
(Pavlodar, 1999).
KOKIN S. and PSHENNIKOV O., “Bez stroku davnosti. 'Vikryttia' orhanami NKVD





  1/2 (1997); 1/2 (1998); 1/2 (1999); 2/4 (2000).
 
Koreitsy — zhertvy politicheskikh repressii v SSSR 1934-1938 gg.
 
 T. 1. Sost. KU S. (Mos-
cow, 2000).
 
Krasnodarskii krai v 1937-1941 gg. Dokumenty i materialy.
 
 Sost. BELIAEV A.M. et al.
(Krasnodar, 1997).
 
“Krasnoe koleso” pereekhalo i cherez “Rostsel´mash” (khronika terrora 30-kh godov).
Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii rabotnikov “Rostsel´masha.”
 
 Sost.








. T. 1: 
 



















. Sost. RAZUMOV A.IA. et
al. (SPb, 1995, 1996, 1998, 1999) [Résumé of
 
 tsirkuliar 61 
 



























 in Polish translation].
LOSHYTS´KYI O., “'Laboratoriia'. Novi dokumenty i svidchennia pro masovi represii






LOSHYTS´KYI O., “'Laboratoriia' – 2: Poltava. Dokumental´ni materialy pro masovi
represii v Poltavs´koi oblasti u 1937-1938 rr.,”  Z arkhiviv VUChK-GPU-NKVD-
KGB, 2/4 (2000): 129-178.
Martirolog rasstreliannykh i zakhoronennykh na poligone NKVD “Ob´´ekt Butovo” 08.08.
1937-19.10. 1938. Sost. GROIAN T.I., PEREDERIA V.A., EVDOKIMOVA S.I.
et al. (Moscow-Butovo, 1997).
“Massovye repressii opravdany byt´ ne mogut,” Istochnik, 1 (1995): 117-131.
“Materialy fevral´sko-martovskogo plenuma CK VKP(b) 1937 goda,” Voprosy istorii, 2-
12, 1992; 2, 5-9, 1993; 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 1994; 2, 4-8, 10, 1995.
Memorial-Aspekt, 1 (1993) [Prikaz 00593, p. 2].
Memorial-Aspekt, 2-3 (1993) [Prikaz 00486, p. 9].
Narymskaia khronika 1930-1945. Tragediia spetspereselentsev. Dokumenty i vospomina-
niia. Sost. MAKSHEEVA V.N. (Moscow, 1997). 
Ne predat´ zabveniiu. Kniga pamiati repressirovannykh v 30–40-e i nachale 50-kh godov,
sviazannykh sud´bami s Iaroslavskoi oblast´iu. T. 1-5. Sost. GOLIKOV V.P.,
KONOPLIN A.V. and ZHOKHOVA G.A. (Iaroslavl´, 1993-1998)  [T. 2-5 with a
new subtitle: Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii, sviazannykh sud´bami s
Iaroslavskoi oblast´iu. T. 4 has Politbiuro resolutions from 1937-1938]. 
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Ne predat´ zabveniiu: Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii. T.1-10. Sost.
KORNEEV N.P. (Pskov, 1996-2000). 
Neizvestnaia Kareliia, 1921-1940. Dokumenty spetsorganov o zhizni respubliki. Sost.
KLIMOVA A.V., MAKUROV V.G. and FILATOVA A.T. (Petrozavodsk, 1997).
Nimtsi v Ukraini 20–30-ti rr. XX st. Zbirnyk dokumentiv derzhavnykh arkhiviv Ukrainy
(Kyiv, 1994).
Odesskii martirolog. Dannye o repressirovannykh Odessy i Odesskoi oblasti za gody
sovetskoi vlasti. T. 1-2. Sost. KOVAL´CHUK L.V. and RAZUMOV G.A.
(Odessa, 1997-1999) [Includes statistical charts].
OKHOTIN N. and ROGINSKII A., “'Latyshskaia operatsiia' 1937-1938 godov. Arkhivnye
kommentarii,” “30 Oktiabria” , 4 (2000): 5 [Memorandum 49990]. 
Organy gosudarstvennoi bezopasnosti SSSR v Velikoi Otechestvennoi voine. Sbornik
dokumentov. T. 1: Nakanune. Kniga pervaia (noiabr´ 1938 g. — dekabr´ 1940 g.).
Sost. IAMPOL´SKII V.P. (Moscow, 1995) [Postanovlenie SNK/TsK P4387 and
prikaz 00762].
OSIPOVA I., Martirolog katolicheskoi tserkvi v SSSR. Kniga pamiati (Moscow, 2000).
Ostannia adresa. Do 60-richchia solovetskoi tragedii. T. 1-3. Sost. DRACH I.,
PRYSTAIKO V., PSHENNIKOV O. et al. (Kyiv, 1997-1999).
Ot ChK do FSB. Dokumenty i materialy po istorii organov gosbezopasnosti Tverskogo
kraia. 1918-1998. Sost. SMIRNOV V.A., BORISOV A.V. and TSVETKOVA
M.V. (Tver´, 1998) [Tsirkuliar ot 21.09.1938 o raz´´iasnenii primeneniia prikaza
00606, p. 168-170].
Pam´iat´ Bikivni. Dokumenty ta materialy (Kyiv, 2000). 
Pamiat´. Zhertvy politicheskikh repressii. Rossiiskaia Federatsiia. Respublika Mordoviia.
Sost. SEN´KIN P.E. and SARAEV F.P. (Saransk, 2000) [Prikazy 00439, 00447,
00485, 00593, 00693, 00606, 00762].
Pokaianie: Komi respublikanskii martirolog zhertv massovykh politicheskikh repressii.
T. 1-4. Sost. NEVSKII G.V. (Syktyvkar, 1998-2001). 
Politicheskie repressii v Kazakhstane v 1937-1938 gg. Sbornik dokumentov. Sost.
DEGITAEVA L.D. (Alma-Ata, 1998).
Pomorskii memorial. Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii. T. 1: A-K. Otv. red.
SHPERLING IU.M. (Arkhangel´sk, 1999).
Povernuni imena (pro reabilitovani zhertvi politychnykh represii u Zaporiz´kii oblasti).
Statti, narysy, portrety, biohrafychni dovidki. Kniha 1 (Kyiv, 1998).
Pravda cherez gody. Stat´i, vospominania, dokumenty. Vyp. 2-4. Sost. BUT O.M.,
NIKOL´SKYI V.M. and SABINA A.M. (Donetsk, 1998-2000). 
Pravda cherez roki. Statti, spohady, dokumenty. Sost. KLIUIEV A.P. et al. (Donetsk,
1995). 
“Prikazy NKVD SSSR 1934-1941 gg. Katalog rassekrechennykh dokumentov GARFa.”
Sost. ZLATKIS IA.M. in: Arkhiv noveishei istorii Rossii. Seriia “Katalogi”, T. 5
(Novosibirsk, 1999).
“Rasstrel po raznariadke, ili Kak eto delali bol´sheviki,” Trud (04.06.1992): 1/4 [First but
incomplete publication of prikaz 00447 with Politbiuro resolution “Ob anti-
sovetskikh elementakh” from July 1937].
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Rasstrel´nye spiski. Moskva 1937-1941. “Kommunarka”, Butovo. Kniga pamiati zhertv
politicheskikh repressii. Sost. ERIMINA L.S. and ROGINSKII A.B. (Moscow,
2000). 
Rasstrel´nye spiski. T. 1: Alma-Ata, Alma-Atinskaia oblast´. T.2: Almaty, Almatinskaia,
Zhamylskaia oblasti. T. 3: Mangistauskaia oblast´. Sost. ALDANIIAZOVA M.,
ZHOVTIS A. and IALYMOV N. (Alma-Ata, 1996-1998).
Rasstrel´nye spiski. Vyp. 1: Donskoe kladbishche, 1934-1940. Vyp. 2: Vagan´kovskoe
kladbishche, 1926-1936. Sost. TIKHANOVA V.A. (Moscow, 1993-1995).
Reabilitatsiia: Kak eto bylo. Dokumenty Prezidiuma TsK KPSS i drugie materialy. T. 1:
Mart 1953-fevral´ 1956. Sost. ARTIZOV A.N., SIGACHEV IU.V., KHLOPOV
V.G. et al. (Moscow, 2000).
Rekviem: Kniga pamiati zhertv politicheskikh repressii na Orlovshchine. T.1-4. Sost.
MOSIAKIN I.IA., ALESHIN A.N. and KABANOV V.V. et al. (Orel, 1994-
1998).
Repressii 30-kh godov v Dagestane. Dokumenty i materialy. Sost. OSMANOV A.I.
(Makhachkala, 1997).
Repressii v Arkhangel´ske 1937-1938. Dokumenty i materialy. Sost. MITIN V.A.,
RADISHEVSKAIA V.A., TITOVA T.V. et al. (Arkhangel´sk, 1999).
“Resheniia osobykh troek privodit´ v ispolnenie nemedlenno,” Istochnik, 5 (1999): 81-85.
ROZHENKO M. and BOHATS´KA E., Sosni Bikivnia svidchat´. Zlochyn proty liudstva.
T. 1 (Kyiv, 1999).
SHAPOVAL IU., PRISTAIKO V., ZOLOTAR´OV V., ChK-GPU-NKVD v Ukraini:
osoby, fakty, dokumenty (Kyiv, 1997).
Shifrotelegramma sekretaria TsK KP(b) Turkmenistana o kontrrevoliutsionnoi deiatel´nosti
afganskikh poddannykh na nashei territorii ot 23 iiulia 1937, RGANI, f. 89, op. 48,
d. 8 [This document is available on microfilm through the Chadwyck-Healey/
Hoover microfilming project].
SHREIDER M.P., NKVD iznutri. Zapiski chekista (Moscow, 1995) [Memoir of the Militia
Chief, 1937-1938, from Ivanovo, Novosibirsk and Kazakhstan].
Sistema ispravitel´no-trudovykh lagerei v SSSR, 1923-1960. Spravochnik. Sost.
SMIRNOV M.B. (Moscow, 1998).
Soprotivlenie v GULAGe. Vospominaniia. Pis´ma. Dokumenty. Sost. VILENSKII S.S.
(Moscow, 1992).
Sovetskoe rukovodstvo. Perepiska 1928-1941. Sost. KVASHONKIN A.V., KOSHELEVA
L.P., ROGOVAIA L.A. et al. (Moscow, 1999).
Spisok rasstreliannykh v gorode Borovichi po resheniiam Osoboi Troiki, avg. 1937 — mart
1938 g. ([Borovichi], 1995). 
STEPANOV A.F., Rasstrel po limitu. Iz istorii politicheskikh repressii v TASSR v gody
“ezhovshchiny” (Kazan´, 1999) [Rich documentation about the repression in Tatar-
stan 1937-1938, especially about the implementation of prikaz 00447].
STETSOVSKII IU., Istoriia sovetskikh repressii. T. 1-2 (Moscow, 1997).
SUDOPLATOV A. P., Tainaia zhizn´ generala Sudoplatova. Pravda i vymysly o moem
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